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BEFORE THE ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE: UDALGURI 

PRESENT: Mr. R.LAL, AJS 

Sessions No. 49/2013 

 STATE OF ASSAM 

               Vs 

      Durga Deka 
         

   DATE OF EVIDENCE: 08.05.13, 27.09.13 and 03.12.2016 

   DATE OF ARGUMENT: 14.12.2016 

   DATE OF JUDGMENT: 14.12.2016 

   ADVOCATE FOR THE PROSECUTION: Mr. BK Chetri 

   ADVOCATE FOR THE DEFENCE: Mr. T Boro 

   CASES REFERRED:  

    JUDGMENT:  

 

1. The case at hand arose out of an FIR filed by several members of Mahila 

Samitee including Lalita Deka informing OC Rowta PS that accused Bipul @ 

Pradip Deka was caught red handed in the house of Gopal Medhi and that the 

accused Bipul Deka was having an illicit relation with the wife of Gopal Madhi, 

It was further stated that the accused Durga Deka was with the principal 

accused Bipul Deka in the house at the relevant time. On the basis of the FIR 

a police case being Rowta P.S. Case No.81/2012, u/S 448 IPC and u/S 

376/511 IPC was registered. Investigation was conducted and immediately IO 

had filed the charge sheet vide CS No. 76/2012 dated 31.07.2012 against the 

two accused persons namely Bipul Deka and Durga Deka.  

 

2. On receipt of the charge-sheet, the learned Magistrate took cognizance of the 

offence. In due course the case was committed to the Court of Session. The 

Hon’ble Sessions Judge had framed the charge under Section 448 IPC and 

under Sections 376/511 IPC against the above named accused persons.  

Thereafter trial commenced and prosecution has examined six (6) witnesses. 

At that stage principal accused Bipul Deka jumped bail and trial got derailed.  
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3. The Hon’ble Sessions Judge then transferred the case to this Court for disposal. 

On receipt of the case record proclamation was issued against the accused 

Bipul Deka, his attendance could not be secured. Thereafter as per direction 

of this Court proclamation was duly published in “Agradoot” an Assamese 

news paper for ensuring attendance of the accused Bipul Deka. This is 

reflected in the order dated 18.11.2016. But still accused Bipul Deka remained 

elusive and so the case was filed against him. Thereafter, the case proceeded 

against the accused Durga Deka and two (2) investigating officers were 

examined as prosecution witnesses. The defence has not examined any 

witness.  

 
4. Point for determination: (a) Whether the accused Durga Deka and Bipul 

Deka criminally trespassed into the house of Gopal Medhi on 03.07.2012 with 

intent to commit offence? (b) Whether the two accused thereafter or any of 

them ( Durga Deka) attempted to commit rape upon the wife of Gopal Medhi?  

 
5. Decision and the reasons therefor:. Gopal Medhi, the husband of 

Tutumoni Medhi has been examined as PW1. He has stated that on the 

relevant day when he returned home she saw the members of Mahila Samitee 

were present in his house and that they had detained the two accused 

namely Bipul Deka and Durga Deka. PW1 has further stated that his wife 

(Tutumoni) remained silent all through and did not state anything to him. In 

cross examination PW1 has stated that the two accused came perhaps as 

“alohi” (guest). In other words PW1 has not implicated the accused persons in 

any manner. 

 
6. Juri Deka (PW2), Lalita Deka (PW3) and Putuli Deka (PW4) are the members of 

the local Mahila Samitee and they have deposed similarly that they were 

hearing about illicit relation between Tutumoni and accused Bipul Deka. These 

three witnesses have stated that on the relevant date all of them went to the 

house of Gopal Medhi and found Gopal Medhi absent. According to these PWs 

they saw Tutumoni talking with Bipul Deka on the bed. These witnesses have 

further testified that thereafter they caught hold of accused Bipul and called 

the Gaonbura and VDP Secretary and later on filed the FIR. In cross 
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examination these three witnesses have stated that they had only heard about 

illicit relation between Tutumoni and Bipul Deka, but they had not seen any 

such act.  

 
7. What is important to note is that three witnesses have not implicated the 

accused Durga Deka in any manner. Their testimonies only indicate that he 

was present with accused Bipul Deka and nothing more. None of the witness 

alleged that accused Durga Deka had illicit relation with Titumoni or that he 

tried to rape her. 

 
8. Puran Ch. Deka (PW5) and Puran Deka (PW6) have deposed about the Mahila 

Samitee detaining the two accused persons in the house of Gopal Medhi. 

These two witnesses have further stated that there was an illicit relation 

between Tutumoni and Bipul Deka. What is important to note is that there is 

no implicating material against the accused Durga Deka in their evidence.  

 
9. ASI Dinanath Dutta has been examined as PW7 and he has stated that he has 

conducted the investigation in this case and during the course of investigation 

he gor the statement of the victim recorded u/S 164 Cr. PC and also got the 

victim medically examined.  The statement of the victim has been exhibited as 

exhibit 2. In her statement the victim Tutumoni has not implicated the 

accused Durga Deka in any manner. Her statement only implicates the 

accused Pradip@ Bipul Deka.  

 
10. What therefore appears from the evidence on record is that there is no 

implication by the materials witnesses against the accused Durga Deka. In 

that view of the matter the charge  fails against the accused Durga Deka. 

Consequently, accused Durga Deka is acquitted and set him at liberty. Bailor 

discharged.The case against the co-accused Bipul Deka remains 

filed/temporarily closed.  

 
Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 14th day of December, 

2016.    

         (R Lal) 
                Asstt. Sessions Judge, 

       Udalguri: Assam 
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